MSAB Kiosk - the power of XRY
combined with simplicity of use
There are now more mobile devices in the world than people. When it
comes to criminal investigations, mobiles have become one of the most
important pieces of evidence for investigators to prove communications,
associations and locations.
Such is the demand for analysis from law enforcement, new tools are
required to allow investigators to recover mobile information quicker than
ever. The Kiosk from MSAB offers the ability to quickly and easily recover
data, for users who require fast extractions in a controlled environment.
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+ EASE OF USE
+ SPEED OF EXTRACTION
+ MANAGEMENT CONTROL

TURNKEY SOLUTION
The MSAB Kiosk is a forensic tool designed for front line personnel where
mobile data recovery is just one part of their responsibilities. With the
Kiosk, you can extract the data within minutes and see the results on
screen immediately.
The Kiosk is a turnkey solution for mobile forensics providing full control
for managers. With a touch screen interface, it makes mobile device
extractions easier than ever before.

EXTRACT AND VIEW
Users perform extractions in a step-by-step wizard that ensures they
comply with operational procedures. Extracted data can be explored in
the Viewer application rapidly for initial assessment. Through a powerful
search function specific selections of the extracted data can be displayed.
MSAB’s products are built upon a common base, the .xry file format. This
holds evidence securely throughout the investigative process - from the
initial acquisition, through analysis, to the final collection of evidence.

USER ADMINISTRATION
All user activities are logged and can be viewed and exported. This way
all activities are traceable and the extraction process is transparent. User
management offers total control of tasks being performed in the Kiosk.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
»» Workflow Guided Extraction Wizard
»» 19,5” Touch Screen
»» Viewer for Review of Extracted Data
»» LED In-Use Indicator
»» File Export to Disc or Drive

FEATURES
»» Dedicated Turnkey Terminal Solution
»» Unique Help File for Every Device
»» Easy Touch Screen Data Extraction
»» Immediate Reporting
»» User Control and Administration
TOOLS
»» CD/DVD Burning Wizard
»» Clone SIM Cards
»» Clean Registry

DESIGNED FOR MULTIPLE USERS

SPECIFICATIONS
»» Weight: 9.05 kg
»» Size: H 430 mm x W 480 mm x D 210 mm
»» LCD Touch Screen: 19.5” HD LCD Widescreen
»» Hybrid Hard Drive: 500 GB

The Kiosk provides first responders with the real-time evidence and
intelligence capabilities needed to confirm or reject initial suspicions.
Whilst complex devices or investigations can be processed by forensically
experienced staff, the MSAB Kiosk empowers your organization to
examine mobile devices faster and reduce backlogs.

INCLUDED IN THE KIOSK PACKAGE
»» Touch Screen Kiosk
»» XRY Cable Kit and Organizer
»» SIM Card Reader
»» Integrated Write Protected Memory Card Reader

The Kiosk can be tailored to organization workflows and configured for
different levels of forensic ability. This gives managers control of users
within a simplified forensic process, without challenging the integrity and
credibility of the forensic evidence.

SETTING UP A CUSTOMIZED WORKFLOW
With the creation of workflow sequences, a user can be guided through
a tailored extraction process. This simplifies and secures the process
of device extraction and examination. A typical workflow sequence
can include help screens to guide the user in the extraction process in
accordance with local policies and procedures. Case and exhibit data
fields can be fully customized to suit your processes and internal audit
trail to include for example, data input validation, mandatory fields, etc.

XEC SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION
The Kiosk is configured to work with XEC Director which offers a full suite
of system administration tools. This allows for management of multiple
Kiosk units deployed within an organization. The MSAB Kiosk and XEC
Director combined, provide the optimal solution for an organization that
needs to roll out mobile forensics to a wider area.

XRY LICENSE INCLUDES
Free cables | Free software updates | Free technical support

Contact sales@msab.com to request a quote!
Contact ps@msab.com if you’d like to customize your workflow!
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